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"Parents always want to give their children something better. This is why we cherish
parents’ love. Parents give and yet feel that it is not enough."
- True Parents

Parents Matching Convocation 2019
Dallas | July 12-14
Is your family thinking about matching?
Then the PMC is not to be missed! The PMC is a great opportunity for parents to
understand the matching process, learn from families who have had successful
matching experiences, network with other families, and consider possible
matching candidates.
“I left the convocation knowledgeable and confident that this is a matching
process that works.” - Parent

I'M INTERESTED!

The Power of
Networking:
How to Effectively Find a
Match
Learn about the tested and true
methods to increase your success in the
matching process...
WATCH VIDEO

Be Displayed at the
PMC—Create a Profile
on BFMatch.org
Be sure to get yourself out there before
the upcoming PMC by completing your
Matching Profile before July 1!

START YOUR PROFILE

Seeking New Matching
Supporters
Are you inspired by the idea of helping
people create a foundation for happy
marriages and families? As a Matching
Supporter, you will receive training and
have access to tools and resources that
will empower you to help others find
partners to create happy marriages and
families...
READ MORE

Get Ready for the
Hyojeong Event in Las
Vegas
June 23-24
On June 23-24, we will have the unique
opportunity to participate in the
"Hyojeong CheonBo Special Event"
Ancestor Blessing that will take place in
Las Vegas...

LEARN MORE

Article: Safeguarding
Our Marriages Against
Stress
Life is stressful! There is no avoiding
those days where we feel we have too
much to do and too much to
handle. Here are some strategies to
help us maintain our connection with
each other in the midst of stressful
situations...

READ ARTICLE

Article: 5 Things a
Parent Coach Wants
Every Parent to Know
A parent coach is a trained and certified
professional who helps you achieve
your goals in creating a fulfilling family
life and cultivating a better relationship
with your children. Here are 5 things
parents coaches wish every parent
knows...
READ ARTICLE

